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The GB Way
Intro
The GB Way, outlined during the 2015 AGM and fundamental to my campaign for election to the 
NTPO role, was introduced to the National Teams Programme (NTP) during the 2015/2016 cycle. 
Central to the concept were the following: 

• Mission
• Vision
• Core Values
• Playing Philosophy
• Core Principles

The single biggest evolution of The GB Way 
during the 2015/16 cycle was the production of 
an electronic athlete resource comprising and 
expanding on the above areas, in addition to 
sections including NTP playbook, policies and 
procedures.

A major output of the resource was a contribution to promoting uniformity throughout the NTP as 
we strive to align our teams.

The resource has been revised and expanded for the 2016/2017 cycle.

The Mission of The GB Way, To Inspire, Develop and Perform, has gained traction with the British 
Baseball community, as well as more widely, providing promise that the NTP can make significant 
contributions to British Baseball as a whole, which is part of our Vision. 

The most significant impact The GB Way has had on the NTP to date has been a shift in culture. 
As outlined in the athlete resource, we believe that “championship results will follow the creation of 
a championship culture.” Our advances and achievements during the 2015/2016 cycle, evidenced 
throughout this report, highlight to our staff and I that we are making progress towards achieving 
our vision.

Mission & Vision Summary
Mission
Our mission shapes everything we do on a daily basis.

INSPIRE
• To Inspire participation in and support of Great Britain Baseball.

DEVELOP
• To Develop the best British Baseball talent into world-class athletes and teams.

PERFORM
• To Perform on the international stage and create a winning tradition. 
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Vision
Our vision is geared towards 2020, the year in which baseball returns to the Olympic programme. 
Of course, many of the components will continue into the future, as will others be evaluated as we 
succeed.

INSPIRED
• Our programme is visible and accessible.
• Every British child who plays baseball dreams of playing for their country.
• Our community passionately supports Great Britain Baseball.

DEVELOPING
• The GB Way is ingrained within the BBF community.
• Our player identification, development and selection programmes operate worldwide.
• We are collaborative leaders in all development areas.

PERFORMING
• We maintain a top 12 world ranking.
• Seniors: EC gold. Olympic, Premier 12 and WBC qualification.
• U23: EC medallists. World Cup qualification.
• U18: EC top 6.
• U15: EC qualification.
• U12: EC qualification.
• One or more British born & bred players signed to a professional contract(s).
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2016 Performances
The NTP entered four tournaments during the 2016 season, two at the youth level and two at the 
senior level.

U15 National Team
Tournament: CEB Championship Qualifier
Location: Switzerland
Record: 3-2
Placing: 2nd

The U15s fell just short of qualifying for the 
2017 CEB Championship, losing the final 
6-5 to Poland, who had also beat us during 
group play.

Great Britain picked up convincing wins 
against Belarus, Slovakia and Switzerland.

Vision Out look: whi le thoroughly 
disappointed not to have won the 
tournament, we remain on track to qualify for the European Championship by 2020. The U15s will 
next play in the qualifier in 2018.

Recap: http://www.britishbaseball.org/news_article/show/675710?referrer_id=271910

U18 National Team
Tournament: CEB Championship
Location: Spain
Record: 2-4
Placing: 8th

The U18s recorded our first wins in the EC since 1994 and secured top-tier status for 2018, 
achieving the goal for the tournament. 

A 1-3 record in group play (including a win over Sweden and losses to France, Germany and Italy) 
required us to play in the relegation round. A disappointing loss against Lithuania required a win in 
the last game of the tournament. A resounding win over Russia secured an 8th place finish.

Vision Outlook: by retaining EC status, the U18s are on-track to finish top 6 by 2020, and will next 
play in the tournament in 2018.

Recap: http://www.britishbaseball.org/news_article/show/671955?referrer_id=271910
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Senior National Team
Tournament: CEB Championship
Location: Holland
Record: 2-5
Placing: 9th

Despite one less win, the Seniors 9th place finish mirrored our performance at the 2014 EC.

A one-sided loss to eventual champions Holland was followed by narrow defeats to the Czech 
Republic and Germany. A disappointing group stage ended with losses to Sweden and Russia, 
forcing us into the relegation round. The seniors finished with wins over Croatia and Greece.

With the initial goal of medalling quickly dashed, retaining top-tier status became a tremendous 
accomplishment.

The roster comprised half domestic-based players, the most a GB Senior team has taken to the 
EC since 2001.

Vision Outlook: while it will require significant improvement, avoiding relegation ensures the goal 
of winning gold by 2020 remains within our reach. The Seniors will next play in the EC in 2018 and 
qualifying for the medal round will be an important and realistic target, potentially with implications 
for Olympic qualification.

Recap: http://www.britishbaseball.org/news_article/show/699245?referrer_id=316305
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Senior/WBC National Team
Tournament: World Baseball Classic Qualifier
Location: USA
Record: 2-2
Placing: 2nd

Featuring one of the biggest wins in programme history, 4-3 over a Brazilian team managed by Hall 
of Famer Barry Larkin, the WBCQ became a pivotal opportunity to meet all three strands of our 
mission. 

Following a loss to Israel to open the tournament we eliminated Pakistan and Brazil before a 
second loss to Israel in the final.

Vision Outlook: while making the final was considered an upset by many, losing it turned out to be 
a big disappointment, especially in terms of our vision. Besides the obvious benefits of exposure 
for British Baseball, along with a significant financial reward, qualification to the main event would 
have assured world ranking points, which may have opened up additional routes to qualification for 
the 2020 Olympics (n.b. the qualification system is yet to be announced).

However, providing we are invited to the next round of qualifiers in 2020, it remains possible for us 
to qualify for the WBC within the time-frame of our vision. Moreover, our strong showing in the 
qualifier have resulted in some very positive developments for the NTP, including an expanded 
talent-pool, wider coverage and advances in key relationships such as with Major League 
Baseball.

Recap: http://www.britishbaseball.org/news_article/show/701846?referrer_id=316305

Performance Analysis
The GB Way includes a Playing Philosophy, To Win by Winning the Free Base War. It is designed 
to thread the phases of the game together in order to provide our athletes and coaches with a 
manageable framework for the game. Also central to our playing philosophy is to generate offense 
with Quality At Bats, aiming for a team percentage of 55% or higher per game. It fits within a more 
general philosophy of focussing on the process rather than results.

Our approach has also provided us with the opportunity to analyse our performances, most 
specifically to our premise for winning:

• If we win the free base war and have a QAB percentage of at least 55%, we’ll win the 
game.

The 2016 season provides a small sample size to analyse our performances according to our 
playing philosophy, however I believe that to be a positive because the nature of tournament play 
is that we are always dealing in small sample sizes: traditional stats (and for that matter 
Sabermetrics) do not give us a broad opportunity to analyse ether the contributions of all of our 
athletes nor our opponents.

The headline analysis of the 2016 season reinforces our premise and will enable us to have a 
more focussed approach to performance and development:
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The Free Base War

Quality At Bats

The Free Base War + Quality At Bats
• In 73% of games, the winning team won The Free Base War and had a QAB % of 55% or 

more.

The Free Base War Categorical Comparison (Win-Loss Record)

% of Games Won % of Games Won Freebie War

U15 60 60

U18 33 33

Seniors 29 29

WBC 50 50

Total 43 43

< 55% > 54%

U15 1-0 2-2

U18 1-3 1-1

Seniors 1-5 1-0

WBC 1-2 1-0

Total 4-10 5-3

Win Category Lose Category Tie Category

Walks 7-2 2-8 1-2

Errors 7-3 0-8 2-2

Hit By Pitch 5-2 2-7 2-4

Dirt Balls 3-2 2-6 5-4

Stolen Bases 7-3 1-7 1-4

Balks 2-4 0-0 7-9

Extra Bases/BTTWB 9-4 0-4 1-4
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2015/16 Changes
National Team Development Programme (NTDP)
The NTDP is designed to provide more athletes the opportunity to get and stay involved in the NTP  
regardless of whether they are selected to representative teams. This is especially important for 
those athletes who are late developers and to ensure that graduates of an age group remain on an 
appropriate developmental timeline.

This change also streamlines the pathway within the NTP from identification to selection to 
development to performance.

U23 Age Group
Beginning with the World Cup held this month, WBSC has changed the U21 age group to U23. 
This is only a small adjustment for the NTP, given adding a U21 team has been part of our 
strategy. The change is a positive one for GB Baseball, it providing opportunities to a wider range 
of players and strengthening our team given the size of the talent pool.

In 2017 we will enter a team into the first U23 CEB Championship, to be played in Brno, Czech 
Republic. It will be an important event because A and B Pools will be created for future years 
based on the final standings.

Visual Identity
A very exciting development for the NTP has been 
the evolution of various of our visual identity, 
elements, including the GB logo and jersey 
wordmark (by Ross Smart, our graphic design 
consultant) and the lion logo (by Eargle Design).

The changes have been well-timed given our 
rolling out The GB Way and have been very well 
received by our athletes, staff and supporters.

Our strategy will evolve in the next year to make 
our apparel more widely available, which certainly 
fits with the Inspire strand of our Mission and 
Vision.

Staffing
We entered the 2015/16 cycle with ten members 
of staff in Operations or Performance & 
Development roles. By the end of the cycle that number had doubled. Key changes or additions 
included:

• Alan Dean stepped into the new role of Sports Science Director with broad oversight of 
the fields of sports science across the programme. Alan’s efforts to expand the 
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provision for our athletes will enable us to expand into the following areas in the 
2016/17 cycle (with qualified personnel):

• Sports Nutrition.
• Sports Psychology.
• Sports Therapy.

• Tom Flack joined in a PR and Marketing role for the WBC.
• Paul Stodart joined in a PR and Operations role for the European Championship and 

WBC.
• Bryan Tavares served as the Head Coach for the U15 National Team.

Overseas coaching expertise was recruited for our Senior National Team tournaments, including:

• All-Time MLB National League Saves leader Trevor Hoffman.
• GB alum and NCAA Division 1 coach Brad Marcelino.
• GB alum, former MLB player and NCAA Division 1 coach Mike Nickeas.
• American Baseball Coaches Association Hall of Fame inductee Bill Percy.

Including permanent staff and consultants (all volunteers), GB Baseball will enter the 2016/17 cycle 
with a staff of at least 25. This is a tremendous measure of our growth and remarkable for an 
unfunded NTP.

Performance & Development Structure
Given the above information about NTDP and U23s, our Performance & Development structure 
currently looks like this:
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External Development
Coach Education
Reinforcing our commitment to being collaborative leaders, we continue to work closely with BSUK 
to include elements of The GB Way into the formal coach education programme, which is essential 
for it to become ingrained within the BBF community, per our vision. BSUK’s new Level 2 course 
and CPD modules will include include GB Baseball principles and systems.

In January GB coaches delivered clinics at the BSUK Coach Summit in Birmingham. 

Player Development
The GB Way has become fundamental to BSUK Academy Baseball and the High Performance 
Academy (HPA). Our staff continues to coach in both programmes and the extra contact time has 
played a significant role in our U15 and 18 teams improved results.

Club Visits
Our staff made visits to various clubs to share The GB Way to players and coaches. This is a 
programme that we would like to expand in the 2016/17 cycle.

One way that we aim to do so is to ring fence some of the BBF coach education budget to 
schedule regional clinics in conjunction with local clubs.

GB Baseball Camps
We have spent time this cycle planning for GB Baseball Camps to launch in 2017. These camps 
will be designed to meet the Inspire and Develop strands of our mission and vision by working with 
local clubs to deliver The GB Way to new and existing youth players.
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Personal Review
We are punching above our weight, and we’re just getting started. 

I believe the first part of that sentence to be true because when I compare our foundations, 
referencing specifically such factors as the number of players in youth baseball and in the nation’s 
top divisions, the standard of play at those levels, and the investment in national teams 
programmes, we are lagging behind our European counterparts. It’s why the scope of our Mission 
is broader than only to perform: we are instead helping British Baseball as a whole to improve. And 
it’s why, despite a cumulative losing record across all competitions this season, I’m very happy with 

our programme’s progress and achievements 
this year.

We are more consistent across our 
programme than I can remember, whether 
that be in playbook or shared language or in 
branding. We know how we want to play and 
we’re able to identify in incredible detail what 
we need to improve upon, and what we need 
the entire community to improve upon, to do 
do better.

It’s in two primary areas that we’re just getting 
started. Firstly, we have considerable work to 
do in our performances, indicative of several 

factors including how seldom we spend 
together as a programme/teams, and the calibre of opportunities away from Great Britain Baseball. 

Secondly, as fantastic as our growth has been in such departments as the evolution of our visual 
identify, Sports Science expansion and PR & Marketing, I think that we’re just scratching the 
surface of what’s possible for Great Britain Baseball. One of the best reinforcements of this belief is 
that as many ideas as I have to improve our programme, the incredible people on our staff have so 
many more. 

The significance of The GB Way is that as much as we are constantly thinking of new ways to work 
and new things to add, we have a framework within which to operate. We know where we’re going 
and we know that to get there we need to focus on the here and now of providing the best 
opportunities not only to GB players but to everyone in the community. With a season under our 
belts within this framework, I’m entirely confident that our approach is working.

I’d like to pay special thanks to everyone who joined our staff during the last year; their having 
chosen to invest such significant time in this programme and our athletes continues to impress me 
so much:

Anita Atkinson, Alan Dean, Tom Flack, Zach Graefser, Trevor Hoffman, Will Lintern, Brad 
Marcelino, Cam McHarg, Jacob Newburn, Mike Nickeas, Frank Parker, Bill Percy, Stephan 
Rapaglia, Jo Ratcliff, Glen Robertson, Ross Smart, Pietro Sollecito, Paul Stodart, Lloyd Williams.
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2016 AGM Presentation Topics 
(TBC)

• 2016/17 Focuses
• Strategy
• Operations
• Performance & Development

• Club-NTP Communications
• Athlete Identification
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